During mating in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, two haploid nuclei fuse via two sequential membrane fusion steps. SNAREs (i.e., soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptors) and Prm3p mediate outer nuclear membrane fusion, but the inner membrane fusogen remains unknown. Kar5p is a highly conserved transmembrane protein that localizes adjacent to the spindle pole body (SPB), mediates nuclear envelope fusion, and recruits Prm3p adjacent to the SPB. To separate Kar5p's functions, we tested localization, Prm3p recruitment, and nuclear fusion efficiency in various kar5 mutants. All domains and the conserved cysteine residues were essential for nuclear fusion. Several kar5 mutant proteins localized properly but did not mediate Prm3p recruitment; other kar5 mutant proteins localized and recruited Prm3p but were nevertheless defective for nuclear fusion, demonstrating additional functions beyond Prm3p recruitment. We identified one Kar5p domain required for SPB localization, which is dependent on the half-bridge protein Mps3p. Electron microscopy revealed a kar5 mutant that arrests with expanded nuclear envelope bridges, suggesting that Kar5p is required after outer nuclear envelope fusion. Finally, a split-GFP assay demonstrated that Kar5p localizes to both the inner and outer nuclear envelope. These insights suggest a mechanism by which Kar5p mediates inner nuclear membrane fusion.
yeast mating karyogamy Brambleberry Gex1 Tht1
During mating in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae two haploid cells of opposite mating type (a and a) fuse to form a diploid. Mating requires the sequential processes of shmooing (polarized growth toward the mating partner), adhesion, cell wall degradation, cell fusion, nuclear congression, and nuclear fusion (karyogamy; reviewed in Ydenberg and Rose 2008; Merlini et al. 2013 ). Nuclei congress along microtubules that emanate from the half-bridge adjacent to the spindle pole body (SPB) of each nucleus (congression; reviewed in Gibeaux and Knop 2013) . The nuclear envelope comprises an outer nuclear membrane (ONM) that is continuous with the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), a lumenal space, and an inner nuclear membrane (INM) . Nuclear fusion requires the sequential fusion of both the ONM and INM; these steps are not simultaneous (Melloy et al. 2007) .
Kar5p in Saccharomyces cerevisiae is an integral membrane protein that primarily resides in the lumen of the nuclear envelope (NE) (Beh et al. 1997) . Kar5p is essential for nuclear fusion, although its specific role has remained unclear. Initial electron microscopy suggested that kar5-486 mutant zygotes were blocked after the initiation of ONM fusion but before dilation of a membrane bridge connecting the two nuclei (Beh et al. 1997) . Later electron tomography revealed that kar5-486 mutant zygotes are blocked equally often before and after ONM fusion (Melloy et al. 2009 ). Moreover, the appearance of the nuclear envelope in the kar5-486 mutant zygotes suggested that Kar5p also might function in coupling the INM and ONM near the SPB (Melloy et al. 2009 ). Taken together, these observations suggested that Kar5p might have roles in multiple processes during nuclear fusion. Recently, functional Kar5p orthologs have been identified in zebrafish (Danio rerio), green alga (Chlamydomonas), and the malaria parasite (Plasmodium), suggesting that Kar5p is a member of a deeply conserved protein family with members in almost all eukaryotic clades (Abrams et al. 2012; Ning et al. 2013) .
Genetic screens have identified at least 10 other genes with mutations that disrupt nuclear fusion: SEC20, UFE1, USE1, BOS1, PRM3, KAR8, KAR2, SEC66, SEC72, and SEC63. The first four proteins are ERlocalized soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptors (SNAREs) that mediate efficient nuclear fusion, putatively between the ONMs (Rogers et al. 2013) . Prm3p is a small (133-residue) peripheral membrane protein that localizes exclusively to the nuclear envelope and mediates ONM fusion (Melloy et al. 2009; Shen et al. 2009 ). Kar8p/Jem1p is a nonessential ER-lumenal DnaJ-like chaperone required for INM fusion (Kurihara et al. 1994; Nishikawa and Endo 1997; Melloy et al. 2009 ). Kar2p/BiP is an essential, highly conserved ER-lumenal ATPase that mediates protein import into the ER and acts as an chaperone for protein folding in the ER (Normington et al. 1989; Rose et al. 1989; Vogel et al. 1990; Sanders et al. 1992; Simons et al. 1995) . kar2-1 mutants are blocked at INM fusion under conditions permissive for normal growth rate, suggesting that its role in nuclear fusion is somewhat different from its essential mitotic role (Melloy et al. 2009 ). Kar8p and Kar2p likely act together at the same step during nuclear fusion, as Kar8p overexpression can suppress a kar2-1 nuclear fusion defect (Brizzio et al. 1999) . Sec66p, Sec72p, and Sec63p, along with Kar2p, form a translocation complex in the ER (Brodsky and Schekman 1993; Panzner et al. 1995; Young et al. 2001) and have moderate nuclear fusion defects (Ng and Walter 1996) . However, Kar5p is not expressed at normal levels in a sec66 mutant, suggesting that the translocation mutants do not mediate nuclear fusion directly but instead mediate Kar5p insertion and stability (Brizzio et al. 1999) .
Importantly, the only three proteins known to affect INM fusion are Kar5p, Kar8p, and Kar2p. However, Kar8p and Kar2p are both NE/ER-lumenal and not bound to either nuclear membrane, they are thus unlikely to mediate INM fusion directly. Therefore, Kar5p is the most likely candidate to mediate INM fusion. Here we demonstrate that Kar5p has at least three functions: recruitment of Prm3p to the SPB, coupling of the ONM and INMs, and a third function, acting after ONM fusion, that is required for INM fusion. We additionally demonstrate that Kar5p localization near the SPB requires the half-bridge component Mps3p and that the accumulation of Kar5p requires Prm3p. Consistent with roles in the coupling and fusion of both the INM and ONM, Kar5p localizes to both faces of the nuclear envelope near the SPB.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains and general yeast methods
All strains and plasmids are listed in Supporting Information, Table  S1 ; strains beginning with MS are isogenic to S288C. Deletion endpoints are listed in the legend to Figure 1 and in Table S1 . Standard methods, including cell culture and transformations, were used as described in Amberg et al. (2005) . Most plasmid cloning was performed directly in yeast via homologous recombination (Oldenburg et al. 1997) , except kar5 deletion and point mutation plasmids, which were created in vitro using polymerase chain reaction2mediated, sitedirected mutagenesis (Hemsley et al.1989) .
Nuclear fusion assays
Nuclear fusion assays were performed as described in Gammie and Rose (2002) . To summarize, cells were grown to log phase and 0.5 OD units of each strain were mixed on a 0.45-mm nitrocellulose filter (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA) and incubated on a YEPD plate at 30°for 2.75 hr. Cells were then washed from the filter and fixed in 3:1 methanol:acetic acid and stained with 1 mg/mL DAPI.
Image acquisition and processing
All fluorescence microscopy was performed on a DeltaVision deconvolution microscope (Applied Precision, Issaquah, WA), based on a Nikon TE200 (Melville, NY) with an inverted 100X NA 1.4 objective, a 50-W mercury lamp, and a Photometrics Cool Snap HQ CCD camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ). Image pixel size is 49.2 · 49.2 nm. All images were deconvolved using the Applied Precision SoftWoRx imaging software.
For nuclear fusion assay microscopy (fixed, DAPI-stained cells), we acquired large z-stacks that captured the entire cell (typically 19 slices separated by 0.2 mm). The remaining imaging experiments used live cells in growth medium with smaller z-stacks (typically~9 slices separated by 0.2 mm) to avoid photobleaching.
Quantitative image analysis
Quantitative image analysis was performed using custom ImageJ macros. In summary, cells were manually outlined, and then fluorescence measurements within each cell were performed on background-subtracted, summed-intensity projections. To define percent green fluorescent protein (GFP) present at the SPB, the SPC42-mCherry (SPB marker) punctum was automatically outlined, and then the outlined region was expanded uniformly with a radius of 0.25 mm. The amount of GFP in this larger area was defined as "at the SPB."
Electron microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy on serial sections was performed as described in Gammie and Rose (2002) . In summary, we mated cells as described for nuclear fusion assays and then fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde for 30 min at room temperature. Downstream processing included 4% potassium permanganate staining for 4 hr at 4°, sodium periodate treatment, uranyl acetate staining, and embedding in LR-white resin. Ultrathin serial sections (~80 nm) were created using a Leica UC6 ultramicrotome. Sections were placed on a nickel-slotted grid (Formvar film, FF-2010-Ni, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA) and imaged directly, without lead citrate staining. Imaging was performed on a Zeiss LEO Omega 912 EF-TEM.
RESULTS
All major Kar5p domains are essential for nuclear fusion Previous studies on Kar5p identified two predicted coiled-coil domains and three hydrophobic domains (Beh et al. 1997) , of which the first is likely to be a cleaved signal peptide necessary for insertion into the ER (SignalP-4.1 prediction; Petersen et al. 2011 ). In addition, a "conserved domain" with homology to the S. pombe tht1 gene resides in the Nterminal region (Tange et al. 1998) . Protease protection experiments demonstrated that the majority of Kar5p is ER-lumenal, with two transmembrane domains and a cytoplasmic loop near the C-terminus (Beh et al. 1997; Figure 1 , A and B). We compared the sequence conservation between Kar5p and 95 orthologs (Pfam Family Tht1, PF04163) and noted that the residues with the greatest conservation were a series of six cysteines within a more broadly conserved region near the N-terminus ( Figure 1A ). This region is synonymous with the recently defined cysteine-rich domain conserved in evolutionarily distant Kar5p orthologs in protists, plants, and vertebrates (Ning et al. 2013) .
To determine which Kar5p domains are essential for its function, we assayed nuclear fusion by mating cells and counting the number of zygotes containing unfused nuclei ( Figure 1C ). We assayed kar5 mutants lacking single domains or with cysteine-to-alanine mutations. All of the predicted domains and the conserved cysteines were essential for Kar5p function ( Figure 1D ). Two of the nonconserved cysteines, C444 and C458, had no effect on nuclear fusion when mutated to alanine, and the third nonconserved cysteine, C13, had an intermediate effect. The appearance of the unfused nuclei (shape, internuclear distance, etc.) did not differ between the mutants (data not shown).
Kar5p recruits Prm3p to the nuclear fusion zone and has additional functions
Although all Kar5p domains were essential for nuclear fusion, we reasoned that Kar5p might perform multiple functions within nuclear fusion, and therefore each domain may have different specific functions. Previous studies demonstrated that Prm3p localization near the SPB is partially Kar5p-dependent and that Prm3p interacts with Kar5p through the Kar5p transmembrane and/or cytoplasmic loop domains ; Figure 2A ). We therefore measured GFP-Prm3 localization near the SPB (marked with Spc42-mCherry) in kar5 mutants ( Figure 2B ). The amount of GFP-Prm3 was largely unaffected in the various kar5 mutants (see Figure S1 for full dataset comparing SPB enrichment to total GFP-Prm3 expression). As expected, GFP-Prm3p was significantly more enriched near the SPB in KAR5+ cells than in kar5D (8.6 6 0.3% for KAR5+, 5.6 6 0.3% for kar5D, P , 0.001 by t-test). In kar5D, Prm3p was consequently more diffusely localized over the nuclear envelope. The C444A and C458A kar5 mutants, which had no nuclear fusion defects, exhibited normal GFP-Prm3p recruitment. Consistent with previous studies , our data confirmed the requirement of the Kar5p C-terminal transmembrane domains for Prm3p recruitment. The kar5-coil2D and C141A mutants also were strongly defective for Prm3p recruitment, and most of the remaining mutants exhibited intermediate phenotypes. Interestingly, the kar5-coil1D and C68A mutants recruited Prm3p as well as wild-type, despite being unable to mediate nuclear fusion; this demonstrates that Kar5p must have additional functions beyond recruiting Prm3p, consistent with a potential additional role for Kar5p in INM fusion.
Kar5p-conserved region is required for its SPB localization
Nuclear fusion occurs adjacent to the SPB, where Kar5p and Prm3p are enriched, presumably at the half-bridge (Melloy et al. 2007 ). We next asked whether any of the Kar5p domains or conserved cysteines are required for Kar5p's stability or localization near the SPB. We initially created a simple Kar5-linker-GFP fusion, but noted that it was dim and its localization did not match previous Kar5p immunofluorescence experiments (Beh et al. 1997) . We reasoned that this might be due to an inability of the GFP to fold in the ER lumen, or the GFP might disrupt necessary interactions between the Kar5p Cterminus and another protein. To resolve this issue, we noted that several homologs of Kar5p have a fourth hydrophobic domain (e.g., Tht1p from S. pombe) that would lead to the C-terminus being located in the cytoplasm. Accordingly, we added another transmembrane domain (referred to as TM3) at the C-terminus of Kar5p, by duplicating 1997) . Cysteines are marked with a red asterisk. Percent conservation is the percent identity to the consensus sequence among 96 Pfam sequences (Family Tht1, PF04163). SP refers to signal peptide (4223). Coil1 and coil2 refer to two predicted coiled-coil domains (1862215 and 4012436). The conserved domain runs from residues 116 to 167. TM refers to transmembrane domains (TM1 4452465, TM2 4812504). The loop domain refers to the small cytoplasmic loop between the TM domains (4662480). Specific residues deleted in each construct are listed in the strain table (Table S1 ). (B) Schematic of Kar5p predicted topology based on protease protection assays and computational predictions (Beh et al. 1997) . Note that SP is likely cleaved and thus not shown. The lumenal secondary structure is completely speculative. (C) Representative examples of fused and unfused nuclei. Scale bar, 2 mm. (D) Nuclear fusion assay. All crosses were kar5D (MS7670) · kar5D (MS7673). MS7670 contained a CEN plasmid with the indicated kar5 alleles. To remove the effects of plasmid loss, values were normalized against KAR5+ (29% unfused nuclei). Average of multiple independent experiments are shown (at least three trials for each, except two trials for SPD, conservedD, coil2D, TM1D, TM1-loop-TM2D, and C458A). Error bars show 6 SEM.
the second hydrophobic domain prior to adding the GFP, allowing the GFP to fold outside of the ER-lumen (cytoplasm or nucleoplasm, depending on Kar5p orientation; Figure 3A ). The Kar5-TM3-GFP largely rescued nuclear fusion function ( Figure S2A ), and appeared brighter than the version with GFP in the ER-lumen, localized near the SPB, and formed additional puncta along the nuclear envelope ( Figure 3B ), consistent with Kar5p immunofluorescence (Beh et al. 1997) . To verify that the added TM3 domain was acting as a true transmembrane domain, and that the GFP was folding outside of the lumen, we used a His4C-based membrane topology assay (Sengstag 2000) . In this assay, the His4C histidinol dehydrogenase enzyme (converts histidinol to histidine) allows his42 cells to grow on medium lacking histidine but containing histidinol. When fused to an ER membrane protein, such as Kar5p, the His4C enzyme must face the cytoplasm or nucleoplasm to confer growth. Consistent with our topology predictions, Kar5-TM2D-His4C and Kar5-TM3-His4C supported growth on histidinol, whereas Kar5-His4C did not ( Figure S2B ).
We assayed the localization of the kar5 mutants after adding TM3-GFP as necessary (the transmembrane domain deletion mutants naturally caused the GFP to reside outside of the lumen and did not require any transmembrane additions). Many kar5 mutants visually appeared similar to wild-type (bright SPB enrichment, nuclear envelope localization; see Figure S3 for representative images of each mutant). In contrast, Kar5-SPD-TM3-GFP appeared extremely dim, supporting the hypothesis that the signal peptide (SP) domain is a signal peptide required for normal Kar5p insertion into the ER and stability. Conversely, Kar5-conservedD-TM3-GFP, C91A, C105A, and C116A expressed well and localized to the nuclear envelope but did not enrich at the SPB (Figure 3 , C and E). This finding suggests that the Kar5p-conserved domain and possibly the preceding cysteines mediate an interaction that anchors Kar5p near the SPB. To gain quantitative insight into intrinsic stability and SPB enrichment for each kar5 mutant, we quantified total cellular GFP intensity and percent GFP adjacent to the SPB. We confirmed that most mutants expressed as well as wild-type Kar5-TM3-GFP, except kar5-SPD, which had the weakest level of expression, and the C13A and C56A mutants, which had intermediate levels ( Figure 3D ). We measured protein levels in a subset of mutants by a-GFP western blot and obtained results consistent with the quantitative microscopy ( Figure S4 ). Because the C13A mutation is within the SP, it is not surprising that it has an intermediate expression defect, and, consequently, an intermediate nuclear fusion defect ( Figure 1D ). Quantification of SPB enrichment, which inherently normalizes for different levels of total GFP, confirmed a strong enrichment defect in the conservedD, C91A, C105A, and C116A mutants, and revealed an intermediate defect in the TM1D and C56A mutants ( Figure 3E) . A comparison of total GFP and SPB enrichment for each mutant is shown in Figure S5 . These data reveal distinct domains of Kar5p responsible for expression/stability and SPB localization.
Prm3p induces Kar5p aggregation along the nuclear envelope
To further understand how Kar5p might interact with other nuclear fusion proteins, we expressed Kar5-TM3-GFP in nuclear fusion mutants prm3D, kar2-1, and kar8D. In kar2-1 and kar8D shmoos, Kar5-TM3-GFP appeared normal; it enriched strongly at the SPB, and formed several bright puncta elsewhere on the nuclear envelope ( Figure 4A ). In contrast, in prm3D shmoos Kar5-TM3-GFP enriched strongly at the SPB, but did not form additional puncta, and instead was diffusely localized along the nuclear envelope and peripheral ER ( Figure 4A ). This suggested that Prm3p might have a role in restricting Kar5p to the nuclear envelope and causing it to aggregate.
To further understand what factors contribute to Kar5p localization, we expressed Kar5-TM3-GFP under the control of the constitutive ADH1 promoter. Because Kar5p is normally only induced by pheromone, using the ADH1 promoter allowed us to visualize Kar5p in mitotic cells that are not expressing additional pheromone-induced proteins. We observed that Kar5-TM3-GFP still enriched at the SPB in mitotic cells, demonstrating that the SPB-enriching factor is not restricted to pheromone treated cells ( Figure 4B ). Furthermore, Kar5-TM3-GFP was diffusely localized along the nuclear envelope and peripheral ER, rather than aggregated in puncta along the nuclear envelope ( Figure 4B ), as expected if Prm3p, which is also pheromone-induced, is required for Kar5p aggregation. Consistent with this, we observed that adding pheromone to PRM3+ cells constitutively expressing Kar5-TM3-GFP induced puncta formation along the nuclear envelope in shmoos, whereas in prm3D shmoos the Kar5-TM3-GFP distribution remained unchanged ( Figure 4B ). Therefore, Prm3p is necessary for Kar5p aggregation and restriction to the nuclear envelope. To determine whether Prm3p is sufficient for Kar5p aggregation in the absence of other pheromone-induced genes, we used the ADH1 promoter to simultaneously express both Kar5-TM3-GFP and mCherry-Prm3p in mitotic cells. When coexpressed, we observed a Kar5p localization pattern similar to that seen in shmoos and observed frequent coaggregation of both Kar5p and Prm3p, demonstrating that Prm3p is sufficient to induce Kar5p aggregation along the nuclear envelope ( Figure 4C ).
Mps3p is required for Kar5p localization near the SPB and efficient nuclear fusion Because Kar5p localizes near the SPB, and because the SPB-enriching factor is also present in mitotic cells, we suspected that Kar5p is anchored by an SPB half-bridge protein. Only four proteins are Figure 2B , except total cellular GFP is shown. Strains used are MS8020 plus the indicated CEN plasmid. Average and 6 SEM are shown. Data are pooled from two independent experiments. (E) As in D, but the percent of total GFP near the SPB is shown. GFP, green fluorescent protein; SPB, spindle pole body.
known to comprise the half-bridge: Kar1p, Cdc31p, Sfi1p, and Mps3p (reviewed in Jaspersen and Winey 2004) . Of these, only Mps3p has an extended NE-lumenal domain. Moreover, Mps3p interacts with Kar8p, an ER-lumenal chaperone required for nuclear fusion, and mps3-7 mutants have a mild nuclear fusion defect (37% zygotes contain apposed but unfused nuclei; Nishikawa et al. 2003) . We therefore suspected that Mps3p might mediate Kar5p-anchoring. Although mps3D cells are inviable, pom152D mps3D double mutants are viable and grow as well as wild-type (Witkin et al. 2010 ) Therefore, we examined Kar5-TM3-GFP localization and found that it was unaffected in pom152D single mutants but it completely lacked SPBenrichment in pom152D mps3D ( Figure 5A ). Quantitatively, total cellular Kar5-TM3-GFP was unaffected, but percent GFP near the SPB decreased from 12.5 6 1.2% to 5.4 6 1.1% ( Figure 5 , B and C). We speculated that if Kar5p localization is disrupted in pom152D mps3D, then these mutants should also have a strong nuclear fusion defect. Indeed, 58% (n = 118 zygotes, SD 5%) of pom152D mps3D zygotes had unfused nuclei, compared with 4% (n = 74 zygotes, SD 2%) of pom152D zygotes ( Figure 5D ). Nuclear congression was not affected in the pom152D mps3D zygotes (average internuclear distance 0.4 mm, compared to 0.3 mm in kar5D zygotes and 2.3 mm in congression-defective kar1-D15 zygotes; kar5D and kar1-D15 data from Rogers et al. 2013) . These data suggest that Mps3p plays a key role in nuclear envelope fusion by anchoring Kar5p near the SPB, where the two nuclei initially meet, although it remains possible that Mps3p has additional roles in nuclear fusion that are Kar5p-independent.
kar5-C68A zygotes are blocked at INM fusion Because kar5 coil1D and C68A mutants appeared completely normal by assays of expression, SPB enrichment, and Prm3p recruitment but were still defective for nuclear fusion, we speculated that these mutants might be affected in a more direct, catalytic role in nuclear fusion. To gain insight into their nuclear fusion defects, we performed serial-section electron microscopy ( Figure 6A ) on kar5D, prm3D, kar5-coil1D, kar5-loop-TM2D, and kar5-C68A zygotes ( Figure 6B) . The kar5D zygotes frequently contained a membrane bridge between the nuclei that had not expanded (of 19 zygotes, seven contained unambiguous membrane bridges, two did not; the remaining 10 were ambiguous due to glancing sections). The prm3D and kar5-loop-TM2D mutants appeared similar to kar5D. In some of the kar5-coil1D zygotes, the INMs appeared to be closely abutting over a wide region (average membrane bridge width 59 6 7 nm, n = 6), as opposed to the narrower but long bridges observed for kar5D zygotes (average width 35 6 5 nm, n = 7; P = 0.03 compared with kar5-coil1D by 2-sided t-test). In contrast, the kar5-C68A mutant zygotes consistently contained a wide and rectangular membrane bridge with a clear lumen (of seven unambiguous bridges, six appeared wide and rectangular; Figure S6 ). This phenotype suggests that the kar5-C68A zygotes completed ONM fusion but were blocked before INM fusion. Importantly, because these zygotes are consistently blocked after ONM fusion, Kar5p must mediate later steps required for INM fusion.
Kar5p localizes to both nuclear envelope faces
Because Kar5p seems to mediate INM fusion, and might couple together the INMs and ONMs, we suspected that Kar5p must reside in the INM. However, because Kar5p interacts with Prm3p, a protein that resides on the ONM, Kar5p must also reside on the ONM. To test the possibility that Kar5p resides on both the INM and ONMs, we used a split-GFP2based assay that determines the orientation of nuclear envelope proteins (S. Jaspersen, personal communication). In this assay, the GFP11 fragment is fused to Scs2-TM, which resides in the ONM and ER, or Pus1p, which localizes exclusively to the nucleoplasm and can interact exclusively with INM-bound proteins. The protein of interest is tagged with the GFP1-10 fragment, and its localization is determined by the observation of fluorescence with either GFP11-Scs2-TM, which indicates that the query protein resides on the ONM, or GFP11-Pus1, which indicates that the query protein resides in the INM. As a control, we observed that a constitutively expressed GFP1-10 fragment (pADH1-GFP1-10) fluoresced uniformly with both GFP11-containing proteins (Figure 7) . When GFP1-10 was fused to Sey1p, a protein known to associate predominantly with the peripheral ER network (Hu et al. 2009 ), Sey1-GFP1-10 fluoresced specifically with GFP11-Scs2-TM throughout the ER and was excluded from the nucleus, as expected, and did not fluoresce with GFP11-Pus1. When Kar5-TM3-GFP1-10 was coexpressed with GFP11-Scs2-TM, we observed bright puncta and diffuse staining along the nuclear envelope, consistent with its normal localization. Weaker uniform fluorescence was also observed along the cell periphery, suggesting that Kar5p can diffuse into the peripheral ER. When combined with GFP11-Pus1, Kar5-TM3-GFP1-10 fluoresced brightly at a single punctum near the shmoo tip, suggesting that Kar5-TM3-GFP1-10 is also present on the INM, localized near the SPB. These results demonstrate that Kar5p resides on both nuclear envelope faces, and suggest that almost all inner membrane-associated Kar5p resides near the SPB.
DISCUSSION
Here we demonstrated that Kar5p has multiple roles during nuclear fusion, including Prm3p recruitment, nuclear membrane coupling, and at least one other function required for INM fusion. Reciprocally, Prm3p promotes Kar5p accumulation in the nuclear envelope. Kar5p localization to the SPB is Mps3p-dependent, and requires the Kar5p conserved domain. A summary of our results and proposed functions is shown in Table 1 . These observations suggest a model for the assembly of Kar5p at the SPB and indicate a role for Kar5p at multiple stages in nuclear envelope fusion.
A model for Kar5p at the SPB We propose that Mps3p anchors Kar5p (directly or indirectly) on the INM at the half-bridge, and this acts as a seed that initiates further Kar5p oligomerization (Figure 8 ). Oligomerization is supported by the observation that Kar5p, detected by immunofluorescence and GFP, forms extended patches rather than distributing diffusely along the nuclear envelope. Using Kar5-TM3-GFP, these patches are far brighter than single fluorophores and must contain many copies of Kar5p. It is likely that lateral oligomerization in the ONM is facilitated by association with Prm3p, as formation of the non-SPB patches is absent in the prm3D mutant and is induced in mitotic cells by ectopic Prm3p expression. Indeed, because these patches are Prm3p-dependent, we consider it unlikely that they result from a Kar5p interaction Figure 3D . Average and 6 SEM are shown for pom152D (n = 36) and pom152D mps3D (n = 12). (C) As in B, but percent GFP near the SPB is shown. (D) Nuclear fusion assay as in Figure 1D . Crosses are pom152D (MY14348) x pom152D (MY14349) and pom152D mps3D (MY14355) · pom152D mps3D (MY14357). Data are pooled from two independent experiments; average and binomial standard error are shown. GFP, green fluorescent protein; SPB, spindle pole body.
with another protein complex (i.e., nuclear pores, chromatin, etc.) or represent karmellae (patches of excessive ER membrane surrounding the nucleus). Finally, because Kar5p appears to couple the two membranes near the SPB and is present in both membranes at the SPB, we propose that Kar5p proteins on opposite faces of the nuclear envelope dimerize or oligomerize in trans to link the ONM and INMs. Because we see separation of the membranes in the C68A mutant, an attractive possibility is that disulfide bonds between the conserved cysteine residues mediate the Kar5p2Kar5p interactions. Figure 6 Electron microscopy of kar5 mutants that may mediate distinct functions. (A) Four representative serial sections (~80 nm thick) of a kar5-loop-TM2D zygote (see the section Materials and Methods for details). Note the tight membrane bridge observed in the second serial section. N = nucleus. Scale bar, 500 nm. (B) Representative membrane bridges from other kar5 mutants. Each zygote pair is kar5D (MS7670) · kar5D (MS7673) with the indicated CEN plasmid in both parents. kar5D indicates that the strain is carrying an empty CEN vector (pMR1868). For comparison with a mutant arrested at outer membrane fusion, we also imaged prm3D (MS7590) · prm3D (MS7591). An interpretive cartoon of the kar5D, kar5-coil1D and kar5-C68A is shown. Outer nuclear envelopes are in gray, inner nuclear envelopes are in black. All zygotes are oriented with the two nuclei along the horizontal axis. Scale bars, 100 nm.
Figure 7
Kar5p localizes to both nuclear envelope faces. Indicated CEN GFP1-10 plasmids were expressed in strain MY14667 (GFP11-mCherry-Pus1) or MY14668 (GFP11-mCherry-SCS2-TM). Green fluorescence indicates that GFP1-10 and GFP11 can colocalize and consequently fluoresce. Note that Sey1-GFP1-10 only fluoresces with the Scs2-TM marker and is excluded from the nucleus (arrowhead), demonstrating outer/inner nuclear envelope specificity in this assay. In Kar5-TM3-GFP1-10, note the bright fluorescence (arrowhead) near the shmoo tip when combined with GFP11-mCherry-Pus1. Because different fluorescent reporters were used (with differing expression levels), images are not displayed at the same brightness. Scale bars, 2 mm.
A mechanism for INM fusion How Kar5p might mediate INM fusion remains unknown. Previous work implicated Kar5p in membrane bridge dilation after ONM fusion but before INM fusion (Beh et al. 1997; Melloy et al. 2009 ). The kar5-C68A mutant is blocked with wide bridges, suggesting that this mutation must block downstream of dilation ( Figure 6B and Figure  S6 ). However, the two INMs do not become closely apposed after ONM fusion in kar5-C68A zygotes, as they do in kar2-1 and kar8D mutants (Melloy et al. 2009 ). Possibly, if the ONM and INM do not remain tightly coupled together, the INMs will remain too far apart to fuse, leading to the observed kar5-C68A nuclear fusion defect. Alternatively, it is possible that the kar5-C68A zygotes are blocked at INM fusion, and the two inner membranes separate as a secondary consequence.
For kar5-coil1D the ONMs appear to have fused over a wide area, but unlike kar5-C68A we cannot detect a lumenal compartment, as the two INMs are too close together. We interpret this mutant as being defective for INM fusion but not nuclear membrane coupling.
Because this region of the protein is predicted to form a coiled-coil structure, it is tempting to speculate that this part of Kar5p acts in a SNARE-like mechanism to fuse the two apposed inner membranes. Of course, it remains possible that Kar5p's primary role in INM fusion is to form a "fusosome" that localizes other proteins and couples the ONM and INMs together, whereas an unknown protein acts as the actual INM fusogen. However, no other candidate protein has been identified.
Previous work demonstrated that Kar5p recruits Prm3p near the SPB and this could account for the kar5D nuclear fusion defect ). Importantly, our work here demonstrated that Kar5p has additional functions beyond Prm3p recruitment. Unexpectedly, however, even the Kar5p mutants that were expressed but did not enrich near the SPB (i.e., conservedD, C91A, C105A, and C116A; see Table 1 ) still increased Prm3p enrichment more than kar5D, kar5-SPD and the C-terminal TMD mutants. Therefore, it appears that uniformly diffuse Kar5p along the nuclear envelope can still modestly promote Prm3p recruitment near the SPB. The significance of this is unclear, n although we note that there is still some Prm3p enrichment at the SPB even in the absence of Kar5p ( Figure 3A ), suggesting that Prm3p recruitment near the SPB involves both Kar5p-dependent and Kar5p-independent interactions. Prm3p is necessary and sufficient to induce Kar5p aggregation along the nuclear envelope at sites away from the SPB. However, because nuclear fusion normally occurs adjacent to the SPB (Byers and Goetsch 1975; Melloy et al. 2007) , the importance of these extra Kar5p aggregates during normal mating is unclear. Notably, Kar5p also contributes to Prm3p enrichment at the SPB, suggesting that their mutual interaction ensures sufficient protein concentrations near the SPB for fusion. Consistent with a role for Prm3p in increasing the local Kar5p concentration, Kar5p overexpression can partially suppress a prm3D nuclear fusion defect ). This observation is understandable if part of the role of Prm3p in nuclear fusion is to modulate Kar5p localization or stability.
The role of Mps3p in nuclear fusion is less clear. The intermediate nuclear fusion defect of the pom152D mps3D mutants is consistent with Mps3p only playing a role in recruiting Kar5p or other nuclear fusion proteins near the SPB. However, it remains possible that Mps3p has additional downstream functions, such as SPB fusion.
The kar2-1 and kar8D mutants also are blocked at INM fusion; both mutant zygotes contain wide, expanded membrane bridges similar to but more extreme than those observed in the kar5-C68A mutants (Melloy et al. 2009 ). However, because Kar2p and Kar8p are not transmembrane proteins it is unlikely that they directly mediate membrane fusion. Instead, an attractive hypothesis is that Kar2p and Kar8p mediate Kar5p's coupling of the membranes, possibly by promoting disulfide bond formation. They may also mediate the final catalytic step in INM fusion by promoting Kar5p interactions.
An unresolved question is what regulates the fusion of the INMs. Given that Kar5p is present in both the INM and ONMs, one might expect that it could prematurely catalyze the fusion of the INM and ONMs and lead to fenestrations in the envelope. Similarly, mitotic expression might lead to aberrant nuclear membrane fusion events. Because, mitotic Kar5p expression is not toxic, we favor the hypothesis that outer membrane fusion, perhaps mediated by a pheromoneinduced protein such as Prm3p, primes Kar5p for INM fusion.
Conservation of Kar5p functions
Recent work has demonstrated that Kar5p orthologs form a deeply conserved protein family with members in almost all eukaryotic clades, including plants, protists, alga, fungi, and animals (Abrams et al. 2012; Ning et al. 2013) . The orthologs share similar domain architectures, consisting of an N-terminal signal peptide, one or two coiled-coil domains, two or three C-terminal transmembrane domains, and a cysteine-rich domain near the N-terminus. The cysteine-rich domain is the only region of Kar5p that is highly conserved by amino acid sequence; all six cysteines in this domain (C56 through C141 in S. cerevisiae) are conserved in every ortholog.
Because of the deep conservation of the domain architecture and cysteines, it is likely that the fundamental Kar5p membrane fusion mechanism is conserved. Indeed, although animals degrade and reform the nuclear envelope during mitosis and zygote formation (and thus do not directly fuse nuclei), many early-stage embryos form karyomeres, where the nuclear envelope reforms around isolated chromosomes. The karyomeres then fuse to reform a single nucleus. Recent work in zebrafish demonstrated that karyomere fusion requires Brambleberry, a Kar5p ortholog (Abrams et al. 2012) . Interestingly, Brambleberry localizes as prominent puncta at the karyomere-karyomere fusion interface (Abrams et al. 2012) , similar to our observations in yeast. Although a Kar5p ortholog has not yet been identified in mammals, the general process of nuclear envelope reformation after mitosis likely uses a mechanism similar to yeast nuclear fusion, even if the proteins are not conserved.
In contrast, Prm3p is not well-conserved, even within fungi, suggesting that the role of Prm3p in nuclear fusion is not universally required, or that different proteins, or even Kar5p, can substitute for Prm3p's function in organisms lacking a Prm3p ortholog. Alternatively, it is possible that Prm3p has orthologs whose sequence is not well conserved outside of fungi, as only the 50 C-terminal residues of Prm3p are required for function ).
Given Kar5p's deep conservation, solving the Kar5p-mediated membrane fusion mechanism should prove generally useful for understanding similar membrane fusion events in other eukaryotic organisms.
